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Abstract—Through the study of pigmented skin lesions risk factors, the appearance of malignant melanoma turns the anomalous occurrence of these lesions to annoying sign. The difficulty of differentiation between malignant melanoma and melanocytic naevi is the error-bone problem that usually faces the physicians in diagnosis. To think through the hard mission of pigmented skin lesions diagnosis different clinical diagnosis algorithms were proposed such as pattern analysis, ABCD rule of dermoscopy, Menzies method, and 7-points checklist. Computerized monitoring of these algorithms improves the diagnosis of melanoma compared to simple naked-eye of physician during examination. Toward the serious step of melanoma early detection, aiming to reduce melanoma mortality rate, several computerized studies and procedures were proposed. Through this research different approaches with a huge number of features were discussed to point out the best approach or methodology could be followed to accurately diagnose the pigmented skin lesion. This paper proposes automated system for diagnosis of melanoma to provide quantitative and objective evaluation of skin lesion as opposed to visual assessment, which is subjective in nature. Two different data sets were utilized to reduce the effect of qualitative interpretation problem upon accurate diagnosis. Set of clinical images that are acquired from a standard camera while the other set is acquired from a special dermoscopic camera and so named dermoscopic images. System contribution appears in new, complete and different approaches presented for the aim of pigmented skin lesion diagnosis. These approaches result from using large conclusive set of features fed to different classifiers. The three main types of different features extracted from the region of interest are geometric, chromatic, and texture features. Three statistical methods were proposed to select the most significant features that will cause a valuable effect in diagnosis; Fisher score method, t-test, and F-test. The selected features of high-ranking score based on the statistical methods are used for the diagnosis of the two lesion groups using Artificial Neural Network (ANN), K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM) as three different classifiers proposed. The overall System performance was then measured in regards to Specificity, Sensitivity and Accuracy. According to the different approaches that will be mentioned later the best result was shown by the ANN designed with the feature selected according to fisher score method enables a diagnostic accuracy of 96.25% and 97% for dermoscopic and clinical images respectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Patients seeking for dermatologic consultation are steadily increasing worldwide. The most critical type of skin diseases is melanoma, which represents the malignant type of skin cancer. Malignant melanoma usually has slow growth rate the time if the lesion detected in this early stage, it can be easily removed with a relatively low cost and hazard. Thus, the survival rate increased to 95% if detected early. While, progression of the disease in the late stage is associated with poor survival rate of 13% [1].

For that reason, melanoma detection weighted as a challenging problem for dermatologist. Several techniques and procedure were proposed for the purpose of melanoma diagnosis; such as dermoscopy or Epiluminescence (ELM) [2], which was entertained with high expectations inspecting skin lesions. ELM was super promising as it is an in-vivo, noninvasive technique used for structures visualization enhancement under the skin surface by means of oil immersion and magnifying instrument, called a “dermatoscope”[3]. However, dermoscopic images results a magnified view for skin lesions its interpretation and diagnosis accuracy mainly depends on the experience of the viewer. Several diagnosis models with similar reliability have become more widely accepted by physicians [4,5] as, 7-point check, Menzie rule and the most popular scoring system so called ABCD rule.

Determination and extraction of features that mention lesion characteristics are usually the error-prone operation through all automated diagnosis systems. Thus, introducing these automated diagnosis systems, as a non-invasive diagnosis support tool is endless interesting work. A considerable number of researches and publications focused on the area of image analysis and pattern classification related to melanoma images identification and classifications. Over the last 20 years, the computer aided diagnosis systems for melanoma diagnosis developed [6] to have diagnosis accuracy around 73% to 98%.

July 2002, P. Rubegni et al. [7] developed an automated diagnosis system for melanoma with a set of 50 objective features regarding the main three categories of features that could accurately describe the malignancy of lesions; geometries, textures and islands of color. Thirteen significant features were selected, that discriminate the 2 groups of
lesions reaching 94% accuracy using an ANN for classification. By 2006, Iris Cheng designed an algorithm using relative color features; the algorithm was tested upon 80 nevus, 160 melanoma and 42 dysplastic nevi, as a database. Result showed [8] the algorithm ability to classify 86% of the malignant melanomas successfully in comparison with approximately 75% success rate of dermatologists.

By the beginning of 2009, José Fernández Alcón, et al proposed efficient automated system [9] for diagnosis of PSL. The system supports conventional clinical images for skin lesions acquired using digital cameras (Consumer level), in addition to a decision support component. The use of decision support component system was significant; it combine the image classification outcome with context knowledge such as skin type, age, gender, and affected body part. Lesions were classified with a sensitivity of 94%, specificity of 68% and accuracy 86%.

Mariam A.Sheha, et al. works toward improving contributions about the essential characteristics of PSL. By March 2010, they proposed [10] a Computer aided diagnosis system (CAD) that mainly concerned by analyzing only dermoscopic images based on gray level Co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) classified by Multilayer perceptron (MLP) to discriminate between melanoctytic nevi and malignant melanoma. Moreover it was interesting to study the effect of this system using clinical images and compare results with dermoscopic images that was clearly represented on 2013 [11]. Other different features and classifiers were widely used in all fields of automated analysis and diagnosis that was valuable to introduce and study its effect. On Dec 2014, the effect of morphological features (Geometric and Chromatic) was handled using two different classifiers ANN and SVM [12].

To cope with the development track, this paper presented as a completion for the prior studies. Whereas, its main aim is to design a fully automated computer aided diagnosis system for PSL to increase system flexibility and efficiency. It concerns about different types and a huge number of features to evaluate the efficiency of each upon melanoma diagnosis. Feature extraction is usually based on two different concepts, namely morphological (geometric, chromatic) and texture analysis. Significant features that can accurately describe melanoma were then selected by three different methods of feature selection f-test, t-test and fisher score ranking. Afterwards; the study introduced three classifiers to discriminate between malignant melanoma and benign nevi regarding the selected parameters.

The following sections will mention the system performed for the digital image analysis; system designed using different analytical parameters and classification methods performing different approaches. This paper will be organized as shown; First section presented a brief introduction about the topic and related works. Then, material section will deal with the database and the software tool used in this study. By third section, the work methodology will be discussed in details including main block diagram and different algorithms applied to propose a proper and efficient diagnosis approach for PSL diagnosis. The results of the constructed approaches were compared to investigate the more suitable approach for melanoma diagnosis through the experimental setup in the fourth section. Finally; Conclusion and expected future work conclusion submitted.

II. MATERIAL

A. Database

Toward productive screening process various non-invasive, in-vivo imaging technique proposed. The imaging modalities used nowadays could also facilities skin lesion structure visualization such as, Positron Emission Tomography (PET), Dermoscopy, Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), High frequency ultrasound, Optical coherence tomography (OCT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) [13]. The study proposed was applied upon a long time used data as a set of traditional photography, named by clinical images and another set of dermoscopic images [14, 15].

The main aim through this research is to define the effective characteristics for designing a high performance consumer application CAD system with high prediction accuracy. So that, it was recommended to apply the same algorithm on both types of data sets mentioned to caliper the effect of different imaging techniques upon diagnosis.

Database presented through this study consist of 320 images for different pigmented skin lesions. Data were randomly sampled from the skin diseases atlases and doctors' clinics [16,17]. Images were fairly divided to the two basic database types; 160 lesions for each dermoscopic and clinical. To compare between malignant and benign lesion each of the used databases were fairly divided also to 80 lesion of each group. Majority of the dermoscopic images were randomly sampled from [18] as the author of [19] recommended, clinical images used for that purpose are widely available in [20-24].

B. Implementation

For successful diagnosis and high performance automated system a good visualization is essential. Leveraging the rich graphics functionality of MATLAB, system was implemented and tested on the WINDOWS platform with MATLAB version of 2010.

III. METHODOLOGY

The main scope of this paper is to apply different and new features on a computer-based system forming different experimental approaches. For that purpose it is valuable to detect the region of interest so the PSL can be accurately evaluated. Once the lesion boundary had been identified, the program attempts to extract different features to manipulate their importance in that field. The selected features are classified to assess the accuracy degree and evaluate the performance of that approach. The features used with the most accurate approach will be highly recommended as a scientific characteristic to recognize dermoscopic. Fig. 1, outlines the procedure followed by the different approaches used to diagnose clinical and dermoscopic images for PSL.
A. **Image Segmentation**

Skin lesion images, especially clinical and dermoscopic images are often not clear and altered by uneven illumination. Typical skin artifact as hair, skin structures, oil bubbles [25] are usually considered as the main cause for such illumination, which have a direct effect on both segmentation and feature extraction algorithms. Image segmentation is an essential preprocessing step that copes with skin lesion irregularities and artifacts. Sequentially, it is necessary for efficient feature extraction and accurate classification. Thus, image preparation, enhancement and thresholding are considered as the main processing steps for segmentation.

a) **Image Preparation**: This step deals with scaling all images to one scale (470*640) pixels to avoid the wide size variation in the selected database.

b) **Images Enhancement**: Segmentation can be distracted by the presence of skin artifacts. Two successive steps are necessary to increase the tumor border visibility and ensure its correct identification. First is image filtration using median filter [26]; considered as a correction tool for reducing noise that corrupt image’s clarity. Although this procedure ends in relatively blurring of the image as shown in Fig. 2, it assists the segmentation procedure. Second step is gray level conversion; the RGB colored image is converted into intensity or gray scale image [27]. To reduce the effect of different skin color variations and background.

c) **Images Thresholding**: The common purpose of segmentation is to group the homogeneous pixels into regions with respect to specific features and semantic content. Segmentation step through this research aims to extract the lesion border from the healthy skin [28]. For accurate segmentation process and correct detection for lesion boundary, image thresholding step should follow contrast adjustment. Through contrast or intensity adjustment, image is adjusted by saturating 1% of the pixels at low and high intensities of the output image. Fig. 3 shows the effect of adjustment process upon the filtered intensity image.

Afterwards, image thresholding process successively occurred. It mainly depends on Otsu’s method [29], where it labels each pixel of the entire image as belonging to the lesion or to the background. Thresholding idea can be easily mentioned by separating the pixels whose intensity value is below specific threshold from others that exceeds the same threshold. Then, label each of the two groups according to their definition. Through this reasearch, pixels with low intensity value are considered as the region of interest. Fig. 4 shows the conversion happened as a result of Otsu’s threshold.
After the threshold process, it is supposed that segmentation process is almost finished, but important three accomplishment steps still remains, namely for accurate tumor detection. By means of morphological operations [30], an image result from thresholding step was processed. First, any object with size less than 150 pixels were removed. Then, Binary image is inverted to refer for the selected object by white pixels “ones” and black pixels “zero” for background. Finally, any gap that may found at lesion mask was filled to complete tumor holes. After the tumor had been segmented, lesion center (centroid) and bounding box is determined regarding the traced boundary [31]. Fig. 5. Illustrate the full segmentation process.

![Image](image_url)  
Fig. 5.  Schematic representation for image Segmentation steps

B. Feature Extraction

Segmentation operated and reduced pixels number of the pigmented lesion to save time dealing just with the required region. Then sets of different features were extracted to represent the lesion essential characteristics for accurate discrimination between benign and malignant lesions. The most valuable prognostic factor of malignant melanoma is appearance variability. It is irregular in shape and color with differential structure.

On this spot, that research attempt to compromise that heterogeneous phenomena proposing and examining huge different number of features. The features presented study lesion property from three concerned sides geometric for shape, chromatic for color and texture features representing differential structure. Texture features were studied in details in regard to different color spaces and coordinates with respect to GLCM. This section will discuss the different types of features used through this study to correctly define the PSL introduced.

a) Geometric Features: Shape descriptors supply important information to discriminate malignant melanoma from melanocytic nevi. Results shows that geometric features are usually efficient in analyzing region of interest shape in a binary image. This study computed 21 geometric features [9, 32] to describe a set of properties for the segmented binary image of PSL. Fig. 6 represents a schematic representation of the binary image that shows the geometric representation of each parameter calculated considered as a separate feature as follow. Area (\(A_p\)), Perimeter (\(P_p\)), Center of gravity (Centroid), Solidity (\(A_p/A_c\)), Roundness, Irregularity, Major axis (\(a_p\)), Minor axis (\(b_p\)), Ratio of axis (\(a_p/b_p\)), Eccentricity, Extent (\(A_p/A_b\)), Equivalent Diameter, Radius, Bounding Box area (\(A_b\)), x-axis of bounding box (\(b_x\)), y-axis of bounding box (\(a_y\)), Ratio of bounding box axis (\(b_x/a_y\)), Estimated borderline, Convex Hull, Convex Hull area (\(A_c\)), Orientation.

![Image](image_url)  
Fig. 6.  Binary image lesion representation

b) Chromatic Features: Geometric features were promising in describing the lesion physical structure, but it missed the significan of tumor color, brightness or luminance that could be aguide to distinguish PSL true specification. Different previous studies [33] had proven that color features is useful and robust cue for diagnosing malignant melanoma. Skin lesion could be examined by different color spaces rather than RGB. Variouse color spaces was introduced through imaging processing field. Color space could be simply defined as different mathematical representation for a set of colors in ways that make certain calculations more convenient , where they provide a method to identify colors that is more intuitive. This section deals brefily with the seven color spaces introduced through this study and the different features vectors extracted from each.

The seven color spaces introduced to study the PSL through them are RGB, HSV,HIS,YIQ, YCbCr, L*u*v* and lab spaces[33-35]. The most common space is the true color space represented by the RGB space, it defines a color as the percentage of red, green and blue hues colors mixed. Also the intuitive notions of hue, saturation, and brightness was represented by HSI and HSV color spaces to simplify processing and identify more details and information about the lesion [34]. In the field of video standards, the most famous color spaces are YIQ and YCbCr. The Y component represents the luminance information, it is the only component used by black-and-white television receivers where I, C_b and Q, C_r represent the chrominance information [33]. However; the five different color spaces mentioned above can help in studying the PSLs but it was interesting to pursue other valuable color spaces, such as L*u*v* and lab spaces [35]. According to the briefly defined color spaces, this study will investigate statistical features depending on each color space. The three different statistical features extracted from each component of the color spaces are specifically the mean, standard deviation, ‘coefficient of variation’ and the sum of color space component.
1) Mean (μ): It is calculated as the average of the intensity pixels belonging to the lesion.

2) Standard Deviation (σ): This value was taken as the color variation risk. In general, lesions with a higher color standard deviation are considered to be a higher cancer risk. This feature can be represented by the standard deviation value for all the pixels belonging to lesion regions with respect to the 7 different color spaces previously discussed.

3) Coefficient of variation: It can be seen as the relative standard deviation that can be represented by division of the lesion standard deviation by its mean value.

4) Sum of color components: Another new chromatic feature was proposed that considered the sum of the three channels intensity values of the color space, i.e. for the YIQ space the feature represented by the sum of the channel value for luminance (Y), and the 2 chromatic components (I and Q), as \( S = Y + I + Q \).

Regarding the seven different color spaces mentioned through the above paragraphs and the four parameters explained, 10 features extracted from each space. These results the 70 different chromatic features presented through this study. Fig. 7 shows an example for malignant melanoma region represented by the 7 different color spaces to show the different effect of each upon the PSL.

Statistical texture features have been proven to be powerful in classifying malignant and benign tissues. Texture analysis covers a wide range of techniques based on first- and second order image texture parameters, as the first order statistical features are not at all sufficient to characterize the heterogeneity of the different tumor types.

Since different lightening conditions change the apparent texture of a lesion [38], in addition to these two different groups of texture features it was also interesting to discuss tumor texture with respect to the 7 different color spaces previously proposed to circumvent lightening problem and cope with any variation. Toward the main aim of discrimination between normal and abnormal lesion, this section will deal with all texture features extracted starts with first order statistical features, higher order statistical features (GLCM) and then texture features of 7 color spaces.

1) First Order Statistical features: First order statistics can be used as the most basic texture features and are properly named just statistical rather than texture feature. Two groups of statistical features were proposed; one group based on the probability of pixel's intensity values occurring in digital images and independent on spatial distribution of pixels, the other group depends on the histogram statistics. The first order features were extracted depending on spatial distribution of pixels was Mean, Standard deviation, Smoothness, Third Moment and Entropy. Histogram features are extracted depending on the calculated histogram of the lesion image; the six features extracted based on histogram are Mean, Skewness, Entropy, Kurtosis, Energy and variance.

2) Higher order statistical features: They are second order features that depend on pixel value and their spatial inter-relationships. Higher or second order statistical features are based on statistical parameters such as the Spatial Gray Level Dependence Method (co-occurrence matrices), the Gray Level Difference Method, and the Gray Level Run Length Matrices [39,40]. One of those examples proposed for that study is the gray level co-occurrence matrix, as it is most popular texture analysis used previously for discrimination of melanoma [9,41]. The choice of Haralick features [42,43] based on GCMs was made considering their proven applicability to analyze objects with irregular outlines [44].

Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) is a tabulation of how often different combinations of pixel brightness values (gray levels) occur in an image. It is constructed by observing pairs of image cells separated distance \( d \) from each other and incrementing the matrix position corresponding to the grey level of both cells. Its operation can be simply discussed through the schematic representation example shown on Fig. 8.

The 21 higher order texture features [42] used in this study are autocorrelation, contrast, correlation, cluster shade, cluster prominence, dissimilarity, energy, homogeneity, maximum probability, sum of squares (Variance), sum of average, sum of variance, sum of entropy, difference variance, difference entropy, Information measure of correlation 1, Information measure of correlation 2, Inverse difference (INV) is homom, Inverse difference normalized (INN), Inverse difference moment normalized (IDM).
The GLCM is determined using gray-tone spatial-dependence matrices $D_{s}^{K}(i,j)(K = 1, \ldots,4)$ listing how many times the gray tones $i$ and $j$ are spatial neighbors. So, various co-occurrence matrix realizations depending on distance and angle, and displaying different angular relationships, are introduced through our work. The textural measures were calculated on horizontal, vertical and two diagonal directions on an image as $D_{s}^{k}(i,j)$ is computed for each of the four angles $0^\circ, 45^\circ, 90^\circ$ and $135^\circ$, where $K$ denotes the angle of spatial neighborhood. Fig.9 illustrates the geometrical relationships of GLCM measurements made by the four angles under the assumption of angular symmetry. The previously mentioned 21 GLCM features extracted were defined in the four different angles (21 features *4 different angles) to have for total 84 features [45].

![Fig. 8. Example of gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM)](image)

Further information about skin texture can be mentioned by extracting GLCM features out of image transformed to the different color spaces used. Based on the co-occurrence matrix, many different texture descriptors may be computed. To reduce the computational complexity, only four most relevant features were selected out of 21 GLCM features presented above, namely Energy, Homogeneity, Correlation and Contrast based on their classification accuracy, computational cost and previously usage in literature [9]. About 88 features were extracted through the present section, where each of the four features was extracted out of each color component of the 7 color spaces ($7 \times 3 \times 4$), in addition to the four features extracted from the gray scale image of the true space on RGB color.

In conclusion, this study presented huge numbers of texture features to fulfill the aim toward having complete definition for the PSL structure and specification. Three hundred-sixteen texture features were extracted considering eleven first order statistical features, eighty-four second order statistical features in addition to texture representation regarding the different seven color spaces, which presented two hundred and twenty one feature. A Simple representation of the distribution for all texture features extracted based on different color spaces is shown in Fig.10.

![Fig. 9. Geometry directions of adjacency for calculating GLCM features](image)

**Texture features of 7 color spaces:** Important features about skin texture were extracted by evaluating some statistical parameters about the PSL in regard to the different 7 color spaces mentioned in the chromatic section. In regard to the powerful indication of the tumor specification resulted from measuring its entropy, it was powerful to measure entropy for the PSL based on the 7 color spaces to result 7 different texture features. Furthermore, texture analysis includes several functions that filter an image using standard statistical measures such as range, standard deviation [46]. These statistics can characterize the texture of an image because they provide information about the local variability of the intensity values of pixels in an image. For example, in areas with smooth texture, the range of values in the neighborhood around a pixel will be a small value; in areas of rough texture, the range will be larger. Accordingly, the means and standard deviations of local entropy [46], local standard deviation and local range [47] of gray scale image are added as separate features for each three color component of the seven spaces ($2 \times 3 \times 7 \times 3$) counting out one hundred and twenty-six feature.

![Fig. 10. Texture features diagram](image)

**C. Feature Selection**

Although, features variety are helpful to screen out tumor properties for accurate diagnosis, but approaches have this huge number of features usually suffer complexity. It is
difficult to experimentally analyze and explicitly recognize patterns in the data of a larger test set, where it will in turn increase processing time, as some of these features are depend on heavy calculations. Features are not equally efficient for classification task due to redundancy or irrelevance. Thus, feature selection techniques used to reduce features quantity significantly, while increasing the detection accuracy. The main idea of feature selection is to choose a subset of input features by eliminating features with little or no predictive information.

All methods begin by having all samples in the feature space of unknown class assignment. The methods described through this study will assign classes by measuring how nearer the samples to a certain limit and similar samples will be grouped by assigning them the same class. Three attribute selection algorithms are used for the dimensionality reduction and identification of the most prominent features to capture efficiently the system. The three statistical methods proposed for the target of feature selection was, the F-test [48,49], the T-test [50] and the Fisher score ranking [51] to compare and increase the detection accuracy.

In statistical significant testing T-test and F-test, the p-value is the significant level of probability. The smaller the p-value, the more significant is the difference between the distributions of the two groups. Features with practically different variance was chosen as significant features where their p-values are suppose to be less than the significant level used for that study which is 0.05. Fig.11 shows simple description for t-value, which used to measure the correlation regarding P-value in the t-test selection method. On the contrary, features selected according to fisher score ranking are those with the highest ranks, where the ranking threshold for this study was 0.5.

**D. Classification**

The final goal of a skin cancer automatic detection system is to build a decision rule that will discriminate between malignant and benign lesions. Automatic diagnosis system is usually accomplished by means of the classification process, that define as a finding operation for a set of attributes to distinguish between classes of data for the purpose of predicting the class of objects, whose class label is unknown. Generally a classifier generates a decision boundary, which separates the points in feature space into two or more sets of classes. Each type of classifier will arrive at a decision boundary in a different way according to its working process and the classifier types. Toward accurate diagnosis for PSL different classifying algorithms introduced based on Artificial Neural Network (ANN), the K-Nearest Neighbor classifier (K-NN) and Support Vector Machine (SVM).

This section concerned with discussing the main idea of the three different classification models proposed to differentiate between malignant and benign lesions. As mentioned through material section this study introduces 160 images for each data set whether dermoscopic or clinical image. All images are fairly divided for two classes 50% for learning set and 50% for test set. So, 80 images representing 40 for malignant melanoma cases and 40 of benign nevi cases used as a training set to accomplish the automated detection system of tumors, whereas the other 80 image having the same distribution for testing the automated detection system.

a) **Artificial Neural Network (ANN):** Artificial neural networks are computational paradigms based on mathematical models that unlike traditional computing have a structure and operation, which resembles the mammal brain. Artificial neural networks or neural networks for short, are also called connectionist systems, parallel distributed systems or adaptive systems, because they are composed by a series of interconnected processing elements that operate in parallel. The main idea of computer-aided diagnosis was to design software having nearly functionality of the human eyes to extract features and the brain to classify them. Thus, ANN was the first choice of classification algorithm among all CAD software programmers [52].

Generally, ANN Classification process usually operated through two successive steps; learning (or training) and testing. The training phase learns the set of examples presented to the network, where the network ‘guesses’ the output for each example. As the training goes on, network internally adjust until it reaches a stable stage at which the provided outputs are satisfactory. Neural networks can learn in two ways: supervised or unsupervised [52].

To decide on a network topology some points must be considered for designing ANN classifier, Number of input nodes represented by the number of selected features feeded into the classifier. Number of output nodes is just one where it suppose to have a clear-cut if that image is whether malignant or benign. Then, Number of hidden nodes and Activation function are selectable according to the designed network and finally the network Training behavior. Accordingly two techniques were proposed for our study; the Automatic and Traditional ANN technique [12].

b) **K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN):** KNN has recently been recognized as one of the best algorithms for clustering data as it is simple, quick and effective. K indicates the number of neighbors, then each sample, is classified in the same class, as the training data is closest [53]. In other words, there is no explicit training phase or it is very minimal and pretty fast. Each classified sample neighbour in KNN training phase is recognized as one of the best algorithms for clustering data as it is simple, quick and effective. K indicates the number of neighbors, then each sample, is classified in the same class, as the training data is closest [53]. In other words, there is no explicit training phase or it is very minimal and pretty fast. Each classified sample neighbour in KNN training phase is considered as an item of evidence which supports certain hypotheses regarding the class membership of that pattern.
Finally the test image is classified as belonging to the class, which is most frequent among the K-samples nearest to it.

Support Vector Machine (SVM): Vapnik and Lerner are the first investigators who developed the Support Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm in 1963. The theory has been improved to generalize the ability of learning machines regarding unseen data [54,55]. In the last few years SVM have shown perfect performance in different real-world applications including object recognition and image face detection [56-59]. SVM is based on the idea of minimizing the generalization error when the classifier is applied to test samples, by estimating its magical function that can powerfully classifies data into two classes. Finding the hyper plane that can perfectly discriminate between all data points is the main idea of SVM algorithm. The best hyper-plane for the SVM means the one with the largest margin between the two classes, where margin is the maximal width of the slab parallel to the hyper-plane that has no interior data points. Margin is usually maximized when the norm of the weight vector is minimum. Fig. 12 illustrates SVM methodology of classification.

Fig. 12. SVM Classification

In order to obtain satisfactory predictive accuracy, different SVM kernel functions were proposed. Regarding the difference occurred between classifiers due to their training procedure. Three different SVM approaches have been proposed for classification as a result of using three different kernel functions that are linear, quadratic and RBF kernels [60-62].

E. Performance measure

The previously mentioned algorithms and models for detecting melanoma rely on the automatic assessment of the skin to interpret whether a pigmented skin lesion is a melanoma or not. All software developed will have an error rate and occasionally will either fail to identify an abnormality, or well identify an abnormality that is not present. To be able to evaluate the results and assign some kind of performance measure to the diagnosis done by the system. Statistical measures called sensitivity and specificity calculated to evaluate the diagnostic accuracy, calculated through equation the following three equations 3, 4 and 5. These measures are used to describe the error rate by the terms true and false positive and true and false negative [63,64].

\[ \text{Sensitivity} = \frac{TP}{(TP+FN)} \times 100\% \] (3).
\[ \text{Specificity} = \frac{TN}{(TN+FP)} \times 100\% \] (4).
\[ \text{Accuracy} = \frac{(TP+TN)}{(TP+TN+FP+FN)} \times 100\% \] (5).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The previous methodology section illustrated the steps performed for the purpose of PSL diagnosis. As all database images processed and segmented then features were extracted and the most significant was selected. Finally, the promoted features worked as input for the three mentioned classifiers. As result of the huge number of features extracted and the different methods used in both feature selection and classification process, there will be multi different experimental results. This section intent to monitor the classification results according to the testing phase, then, analyzes its performance among different features used. Measuring performance to such huge number of experiments was handled by dividing experiments according to features category. Experimental approaches were divided into single and combined models; Fig. 13 shows the description of the different approaches applied for both single and combined models.

Fig. 13. Single and Combined Model Model approaches

A. Single Models

These models focus on studying a single type of feature and compare its performance when using three feature
selection methods to choose the most significant features that act as input to different classifiers. According to the different types of features extracted, four single models are proposed. Regarding the 3 sets of chosen features, resulted from f-test, t-test and fisher score ranking, fed into the 6 different classification processes applied on both dermoscopic and clinical data set, 36 different experiment is resulted from each single approach. Fig. 14. Shows the general schematic representation for single approach.

The best accuracy recorded from all single approach experiments' carried out is discussed as follow:

a) Geometric Approach: The Fisher score method defines the most significant feature for both image types among the geometric features. The most accurate model was presented by introducing the 15 geometric features selected by fisher score ranking to SVM and ANN, which recorded 93.7% regarding both dermoscopic and clinical database.

b) Chromatic Approach: The best two models performed by chromatic features regarding both dermoscopic and clinical images were classified using ANN. Results regarding both datasets were promising where models recorded 92.5% using t-test selected features and 93.75% using fisher selected features for and dermoscopic and clinical database respectively.

c) Texture of 7-color space Approach: Texture features were not very promising for digital images rather than dermoscopic lesions. Clinical data reaches accuracy of 87.5% using t-test features when classified by ANN. On the other hand, Dermoscopic data reach 90% when fisher-selected features were classified by linear SVM.

d) Texture Analysis using the RGB space Approach: Through this feature category, the best accuracy recorded for both database types was 87.5 regarding different models. The best dermoscopic model was built up using features selected by f-test model and classified with linear and quadratic SVM. For clinical database, it was observed that the best accuracy recorded was 87.5% according to feature selected by t-test and classified by traditional ANN.

According to the previous results it was observed the first three single approaches (geometric, chromatic and texture based on 7 color spaces) were much more promising than texture features based on RGB space. Thus, first and second order statistical features based only on RGB space were excluded from the group of features used to construct combined models.

Regarding the three selected features category selected it was observed that feature selected upon using the T-test and Fisher score method shows the best results. But since the t-test usually selects a larger set of features compared to the fisher score method reaching very relative results, fisher score method was preferred. Accordingly, the features selected by the fisher score used for the combined model as the most significant. It is valuable to determine the most significant features could be used to determine melanoma, table 1 mentions all the selected features according to the three different categories (Chromatic, Geometric and Texture).

Fifteen and twenty-two features represent geometric and chromatic features respectively for both the dermoscopic and clinical database. Forty-seven and twenty texture features selected to represent dermoscopic and clinical database respectively.

B. Combined Models

After studying each type of features separately through the single models, it was valuable to monitor the effect of combining the most revealing features of each type. Four combined approaches were proposed as a result of amalgamation between the best features extracted out of each feature type. Three approaches were considered by combining two different feature types together (Geometric + Chromatic), (Chromatic + Texture) and (Geometric + Texture), dual models could name those. The fourth approach was proposed by combining the three feature types together (Geometric + Chromatic + Texture).

Therefore, combined models study different types of features together and compare their performance when best features cooperate and feed as input for the different applied classification algorithms. Fig. 15, easily mention the process that the combined model goes through.
a) Dual Models: Geometric features record the highest results when combined with texture or chromatic features for the two different types of databases. The best accuracy recorded was 95% for geometric and chromatic features sets of dermoscopic images classified by linear SVM. Where also the combination between geometric and texture feature of clinical images record the same percentage when classified by automated ANN.

1) Dermoscopic database: A number of thirty-seven, sixty-two and sixty-nine features were considered the total significant features composed for the three approaches (Geometric + chromatic), (Geometric + Texture) and (Chromatic+ texture), respectively. It was observed that best accuracy recorded was 95% for the combination of geometric and chromatic features classified by linear SVM.

2) Clinical database: A number of thirty-seven, thirty-five and forty-four features were considered the total significant features composed of the three approaches (Geometric + chromatic), (Geometric+ Texture) and (Chromatic+ texture), respectively. It was observed that best accuracy recorded was 95% for the combination of geometric and texture features classified by automated ANN.

a) Multiple Models: It was further observed that the amalgamation between the three different features category concluded a well representation for lesions whether of dermoscopic or clinical images.

1) Dermoscopic database: Fifteen, twenty-two and forty-seven geometric, chromatic, and texture features respectively were introduced to the six different classification methods to evaluate the model performance. It was remarked that the most accurate model was reached by classifying the three combined features according to the traditional mode of ANN, that record accuracy of 96.25%. Also it was most remarkable that linear SVM yielded very good results that reach 100% for sensitivity and record accuracy 95%.

2) Clinical database: Fifteen, twenty-two, and twenty geometric, chromatic and texture features respectively, were introduced to the six different classification methods to evaluate the model performance. The most accurate model performed to diagnose the PSL was represented in clinical images by classifying the three combined features according to traditional mode of ANN that recorded 97.5%. This was followed by the automatic validation mode of ANN with a recorded accuracy of 95%.
Table I. The Selected Features According to Fisher Score Method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selected features</th>
<th>Geometric</th>
<th>Chromatic</th>
<th>Texture</th>
<th>Clinical Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dermoscopic &amp; Clinical Features</td>
<td>Dermoscopic Features</td>
<td>Clinical Features</td>
<td>Dermoscopic Features</td>
<td>Clinical Features</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalent Radius</td>
<td>Mean of Red (RGB)</td>
<td>Mean of H (HIS)</td>
<td>Entropy of RGB</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local entropy for R, G &amp; B (RGB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area</td>
<td>Mean of Y (YIQ)</td>
<td>Mean of I of (YIQ)</td>
<td>Mean of Local entropy for G and B (RGB)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local entropy for H &amp; I of (HSI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perimeter</td>
<td>Mean of V (HSV)</td>
<td>Mean of S of (HSV)</td>
<td>Mean of Local standard deviation for u* and v* (L<em>u</em>v*)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local entropy for Y of (YIQ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solidity</td>
<td>Mean of Y (Ycbcr)</td>
<td>Mean of cr of (Ycbcr)</td>
<td>Mean of Local range for u* (L<em>u</em>v*)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local entropy for H, S &amp; V of (HSV).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roundness</td>
<td>Mean of L (Lab)</td>
<td>Mean of a (Lab)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local standard deviation for R, G &amp; B</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local entropy for Y of (Ycbcr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extent</td>
<td>Mean of u* (L<em>u</em>v*)</td>
<td>Mean of cb (Ycbcr),</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local standard deviation for R, G &amp; B</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local entropy for Y of (Ycbcr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irregularity</td>
<td>Standard deviation of u* (L<em>u</em>v*)</td>
<td>Mean of b (Lab)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local standard deviation for S and I of (HSI)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local entropy for L &amp; u* of (L<em>u</em>v*).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major Axis</td>
<td>Sum of (R+G+B)</td>
<td>Mean of L (L<em>u</em>v*)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local standard deviation for Y of (YIQ)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local Std for u* of (L<em>u</em>v*).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minor Axis</td>
<td>Sum of (L+a+b)</td>
<td>Mean of u* of (Lu<em>v</em>).</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local standard deviation for Y of (YIQ)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local range of image for u* (L<em>u</em>v*).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bounding box area</td>
<td>Sum of (L+u*+v*)</td>
<td>Sum of: (R+G+B)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local standard deviation for L of (Lab)</td>
<td>GLCM Energy of H of (HSV).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-axis of bounding box</td>
<td>Sum of (Y+I+Q)</td>
<td>Sum of (H+S+I)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local standard deviation for L of (Lab)</td>
<td>GLCM Energy of cr of (Ycbcr).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-axis of bounding box</td>
<td>Sum of (H+S+V)</td>
<td>Sum of (Y+I+Q)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local range for R and G (RGB)</td>
<td>GLCM Energy of cr of (Ycbcr).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated border line</td>
<td>Coefficient variant of Red</td>
<td>Sum of (H+S+V)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local range for L of (HSI)</td>
<td>GLCM Energy of b of (Lab).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convex hull area</td>
<td>Coefficient variant of I (HS)</td>
<td>Sum of (L+a+b)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local range for Y (YIQ)</td>
<td>GLCM Energy of (Lu<em>v</em>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient variant of Y (YIQ)</td>
<td>Sum of (L+u*+v*).</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local range for Y (YIQ)</td>
<td>GLCM Energy of u* of (Lu<em>v</em>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient variant of OS (HSV)</td>
<td>Coefficient variant of Red</td>
<td>Standard deviation of: Local range for L, u*, v*</td>
<td>GLCM Energy of u* of (Lu<em>v</em>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient variant of OF (HSV)</td>
<td>Coefficient variant of S (HSV)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local range for Y (Ycbcr), (L<em>u</em>v*).</td>
<td>GLCM Energy of u* of (Lu<em>v</em>).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient variant of OF (Y (Ycbcr))</td>
<td>Coefficient variant of V (HSV)</td>
<td>Standard deviation of Local range for Y (Ycbcr), (L<em>u</em>v*).</td>
<td>GLCM Homogeneity of RGB, R, G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient variant of OF (Y (Ycbcr))</td>
<td>GLCM Homogeneity of I (YIQ)</td>
<td>GLCM Homogeneity of I (YIQ)</td>
<td>GLCM Homogeneity of cr (Ycbcr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient variant of OF (L, (L<em>u</em>v*))</td>
<td>Coefficient variant of u* (Lu<em>v</em>).</td>
<td>GLCM Homogeneity of S &amp; V (HSV)</td>
<td>GLCM Homogeneity of cr (Ycbcr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient variant of OF (L, (L<em>u</em>v*))</td>
<td>Coefficient variant of OF (L, (L<em>u</em>v*))</td>
<td>GLCM Homogeneity of S &amp; V (HSV)</td>
<td>GLCM Homogeneity of cr (Ycbcr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient variant of OF (L, (L<em>u</em>v*))</td>
<td>Coefficient variant of OF (L, (L<em>u</em>v*))</td>
<td>GLCM Homogeneity of S &amp; V (HSV)</td>
<td>GLCM Homogeneity of cr (Ycbcr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient variant of OF (L, (L<em>u</em>v*))</td>
<td>Coefficient variant of OF (L, (L<em>u</em>v*))</td>
<td>GLCM Homogeneity of S &amp; V (HSV)</td>
<td>GLCM Homogeneity of cr (Ycbcr)</td>
</tr>
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</table>
categories vary between 91 morphological features based on (geometric, chromatic) and 316 representing texture analyses. Features significance level were evaluated and selected regarding three feature selection methods; f-test, t-test and fisher score ranking. Selected features were fed into three different classifiers; ANN, KNN, SVM. Results obtained was very promising concluded that, this study has the ability to define new and efficient features for melanoma diagnosis. Thus, this study presented an efficient software tool which implements different image processing algorithms developed for the automated analysis of clinical and dermoscopic images.

More specifically, the huge number of experiments performed according to the use of different features categories and different classifiers, to PSL images have been resulted in an integrated architecture for CAD. Experimental results show that integration between the most prominent features selected regarding fisher score ranking from the three efficient features categories; geometric, chromatic and texture features had effectively defined the lesion structure rather than single or dual approaches. Where the combined approach records 96.25 and 97.5% as the best accuracy resulted upon classifying dermoscopic and clinical images respectively by ANN.

Comparing results achieved through the last multiple model to the recent studies mentioned in the literature review section, this approach considered as promising completed CAD system that add all different features category to cope with the lesion heterogeneous phenomena and diagnose it with accuracy reaches 97.5%.

There are many things that need to be improved upon and worthy of further work. According to segmentation step acquired through that study, tumor edges was smoothed and so important features was rejected, so segmentation process could be improved to have better results. Different feature selection methods could be considered to avoid features redundancy or even worse. Also, the most notable is of course to study the dermoscopic differential structure in a larger scale, which requires a more detailed dermoscopic database.
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